By submitting work for consideration, artists agree to the following terms of use of any submission selected as winning artwork.

- NICWA shall obtain the original artwork as its personal property.
- NICWA shall reproduce image for printed and digital materials associated with its Protecting Our Children National American Indian Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect, including for purposes of marketing, publicity, reporting, and other communications.
- NICWA shall retain rights to use image in future materials in perpetuity. This is at the exclusion of use of the image by other agencies, entities, or groups other than NICWA and the artist.
- Artist shall retain the rights to use image for their own personal purposes but will refrain from using for any other commercial or marketing materials for exactly three years from the last day of the NICWA conference that the work was featured.
- NICWA may alter or manipulate image for use in marketing and other promotional materials related to the annual conference.
- NICWA will reference the artist, description of art, and artist biography in the conference agenda book and NICWA website.